FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Grandstream’s IP Surveillance Cameras Certified with Video Management and Image Analytics Software from ISS

Brookline, MA and Woodbridge, NJ (May 8, 2013) – Grandstream Networks, the leading manufacturer of IP voice/video telephony and video surveillance solutions, and Intelligent Security Systems (ISS), a leading Video Management System (VMS) and video analytic software vendor, today jointly announced that testing and certification of Grandstream’s GXV IP Surveillance Cameras are interoperable with ISS’ suite of video management and image analytics software. ISS business customers can confidently use Grandstream’s GXV IP Surveillance Cameras with any of the ISS video management software offerings to create a comprehensive surveillance solution loaded with monitoring and analytical features.

“We’re pleased to have interoperability of our solutions with Grandstream,” said Aluisio Figueiredo, Chief Operating Officer of ISS. “Our business customers will greatly benefit from the highly advanced features of the cameras as well as the VMS solutions. We look forward to many joint projects around the world.”

ISS develops security surveillance and control systems for networked digital video and audio recording, video image pattern processing and digital data transmission. The company also provides a complete spectrum of video management and image analytics solutions for any type of project. SecurOS Xpress and Professional lines are ideal for small to midsized (SMB) locations with limited complexity. SecurOS Enterprise powers more complex, unique, and large-scale projects. SecurOS solutions are implemented in banks, office complexes, industrial and manufacturing sites, retail locations, supermarkets, petrochemical processing facilities, marinas, sports arenas, casinos, hospitals, schools, and more. ISS has patented object-oriented event driven core firmware, Delta Wavelet video compression, intelligent video motion detection and digital video recognition capabilities.

Grandstream’s award-winning IP video surveillance cameras feature the weather-proof, vandal-proof, and tamper-proof GXV3662 series, the weather-proof and infrared-enabled GXV3672 series, and the GXV3615WP HD featuring integrated Wi-Fi. The suite of IP video surveillance cameras includes model types for high definition/low light conditions ranging from CMOS & CCD cameras, box cameras, fixed dome cameras, cube cameras, outdoor cameras and more. Grandstream also offers an award-winning line of IP video encoders and decoders, including the GXV3500. All of Grandstream’s IP surveillance endpoints are ONVIF compliant. Grandstream cameras embrace total convergence of voice and video to maximize business applications and cost benefits. For a unified audio + video + surveillance solution, Grandstream’s entire family of IP video cameras are capable of 2-way, bi-directional SIP/VoIP audio and real-time video streaming capabilities to mobile phones and video phones anywhere in the world.

“Partnering with ISS will offer customers an end-to-end surveillance solution comprised of Grandstream’s feature-rich IP surveillance cameras with comprehensive video management software from ISS,” said David Li, CEO of Grandstream. “It’s important that surveillance customers be able to easily manage their video using comprehensive software with advanced recording, alerts, and analytical resources. Equally important is the ability to use the software with surveillance cameras for optimal application of the solution’s advanced management features.”
ABOUT INTELLIGENT SECURITY SYSTEMS (ISS)
ISS, headquartered in Woodbridge, NJ and with offices located worldwide, is a leader in video management and analytic software, and provides a comprehensive line of digital security and surveillance video solutions. ISS is on the forefront of on-demand security, which allows for centralized command and control of an entire enterprise security network. Visit www.isscctv.com for more information.

ABOUT GRANDSTREAM NETWORKS
Founded in 2002, Grandstream Networks is the leading manufacturer of IP voice/video telephony and video surveillance solutions. Grandstream serves the small-to-medium business and consumer markets with innovative products that lower communication costs, increase security protection, and enhance productivity. Our open standard SIP-based products offer broad interoperability in the industry, unrivaled features, flexibility, and price-performance competitiveness. Visit www.grandstream.com for more information.
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